1. Custodial Services

For elementary schools that host after school programs such as Clayton, how will cleaning work?

*We will clean the areas occupied by Clayton when Clayton dismisses for the day.*

How will the curfew work if we are offering Clayton Yes?

*Since Clayton leaves the building at 6:30 p.m., we will make arrangements to have the areas cleaned and sanitized before custodians leave for the night.*

Will FWAS be operating on this schedule?

*Yes.*

Who cleans the restrooms in our Pre-K, K, and 1st grade classrooms?

*Custodians will clean the restrooms in these classrooms as frequently as possible during the day and with nightly cleaning and disinfection.*

What happens to the checklists at the end of the week?

*Checklists will be reviewed and corrective action will be taken if necessary, then filed for record keeping. Custodial services will change out the forms.*

What happens if the checklist is not completed daily? Who changes out the forms?

*It will be completed daily. Custodial services will change out the forms.*

How do we get the checklist?

*The principals have the checklists; it was distributed with the principal’s packet. You may also contact custodial services.*

Is there a way to invest in a better quality of soap in the teacher and student restrooms?

*The pink soap that is provided does not suds, however it is quality and chemically formulated to remove dirt, bacteria, and viruses.*

Are custodians now responsible for cleaning the dining area in between lunches; please clarify.

*Yes, they are.*

Is there a specific check list we can post in the school to show areas that have been and will continue to be cleaned?

*The common areas will have guidelines, but not a checklist.*
Can we flex our custodian schedules to ensure that we have more than one custodian before 10:30 a.m.? This will help with restrooms.

* Custodial services will work with each campus individually, but due to current staffing allowances, that may not be possible.

What restrooms are included in cleaning four (4) times per day?

* The main group restrooms for boys and girls will be cleaned four times per day.

How long would a restroom take to disinfect?

* It will take approximately 20 minutes.

Will the foggers be used to clean the playground equipment?

* Yes, after school dismisses for the day.

What about the faculty restrooms? Will they be on the same four (4) times per day schedule and will there be a check list?

* Yes.

Gym restrooms, will these also be included?

* Yes.

Will custodians disinfect dining room tables between class groups?

* They will clean between class groups and disinfect at the end of lunch period.

Will backpack foggers be used in classrooms and offices?

* Yes.

Can we get a hands-free sanitizer station in the nurse's office?

* Yes.

Who sanitizes after Clayton? Normally Clayton is responsible for cleaning after themselves.

* Clayton will clean as usual. Ft. Worth ISD will follow up with cleaning and sanitizing.

District guidelines indicate that playground equipment can be used. Are we adding a cleaning schedule for these?

* Playground equipment will be cleaned and disinfected at the end of the school day. We will not be able to disinfect during the day, between use.

Will we notified if the MERV-13 filters cannot be used for our campus?

* If the MERV-13 cannot be used for a campus, we will use an alternative method and we will let the principal know.

When will we get the hand sanitizer dispensers for outside the classrooms?

* They are currently being installed.

For elementary schools with classroom sinks, will we be getting soap and dispensers?

* Yes, please put in a work order if it's not installed.

Who do we contact if an office (front office) did not receive a plexiglass partition?

* Please put in a maintenance work order requesting plexiglass.

Will there be plexiglass placed in the cafeteria near the register?

* Please put in a maintenance work order requesting plexiglass.
Is there a concern that hand dryers in restrooms help to spread airborne particles?

*There is limited science concerning the spread of viruses/bacteria when using hand dryers.*

Do these need to be turned off?

*No, washing hands properly removes dirt, bacteria and viruses. Also, the hot air from the dryer kills viruses.*

Can we just be sent the information on our HVAC systems. That would be great info to have.

*You may contact your energy specialist.*

Will nurse’s offices receive standalone filtration systems?

*No, not at this time.*

What about plexiglass?

*Please put in a work order to request plexiglass.*

Can we have N95 masks for ECSE classrooms?

*N95 masks will not be available for student use. They are considered respirators with strict usage guidelines.*

Do we want kids drinking directly from the traditional water fountains? Should water fountains be turned off?

*Existing water fountains will be sanitized, and we are in the process of purchasing touchless water fountains that will be installed.*

Can plexiglass or partitions be installed?

*Please put in work orders to request.*
2. Central Warehouse

How soon can we expect a response when we email pperequests@fwisd.org?

*Response time is 24 hours.*

Are we receiving thermometers for each staff member?

*Elementary and middle schools received one thermometer per staff member and high schools received one thermometer for every two staff members.*

Will we get additional supplies for substitutes, or has that been already factored in?

*Extra masks will be provided to the campuses as part of the monthly distribution plan.*

Can we get tri-fold dividers for special education, dyslexia?

*They were provided to the diagnosticians at the campuses through the special education department.*

Can we order additional stands?

*Yes. Purchasing will be putting a vendor list together.*

Did you say the PPE doesn't include the cafeteria staff? They receive a separate shipment. I need a confirmation.

*The monthly distribution for staff includes all employees at the campuses with the exception of nurses.*

What numbers (data) are being used to decide how many masks campuses are receiving? What is it based on anticipated numbers?

*The distribution is based on the numbers at your campus.*

The thermometers use batteries so fast. Are batteries being considered something that we will receive?

*Batteries are not on the automatic distribution list, however, may be ordered through the warehouse.*

Are nurses to receive their PPE items from the school or health services?

*Nurses will receive PPE through health services.*

Some of my hand sanitizer dispensers not working.

*Please put in a work order request.*

One large shipment of hand sanitizer is just rubbing alcohol. Is there an add-in, or is this the sanitizer?

*There is no add-in ingredient; it is hand sanitizer. The sanitizer was awarded to us by the State of Texas and will be distributed until the supply is exhausted and we order otherwise.*

Will every school receive wall mounted thermometers?

*No wall mounted thermometers have been purchased.*

If we are missing items, should we wait until next week?

*If you are missing items, please email pperequests@fwisd.org.*

If there is something not on the distribution list, is there a recommended list of supplies (wall mounted thermometers)?

*There is no recommended supply list; only the list of what is currently being distributed.*
We were told there are clips or anchors to hold the dividers in place.

Those have been ordered and have not been received yet, but will automatically be sent to each campus upon arrival.

Can we use the partitions in the cafeteria where social distancing is more difficult?

No plans have been made to provide partitions for the cafeteria.

We have to use our campus budget to purchase additional partitions? More partitions will be delivered next week to support a 2:1 ratio.

If more is needed after this second delivery, a method to obtain more will be provided via the principal’s packet.

My teachers have been told that the sanitizer was so strong that they needed to put away any cups or other items that are out.

Food and food containers, etc. should be put away each day before the backpack foggers are used each night. They deliver a very fine mist that will land on anything that is left out in the open.

Can we order wipes if we need more to help clean after lunch in the classroom? We may need more than originally planned.

Yes, you may order more, but we will automatically increase the quantity starting in October to accommodate this extra need.

How often is PPE refilled for the nurses?

It will be supplied monthly.

Will we be provided replacement batteries?

Batteries were supplied with the thermometer distribution. Replacement batteries need to be ordered through the warehouse.

Can we order gown covers for specials teachers?

Gowns and shoe covers will be provided for special education teachers that require full protective gear.

Are we still receiving child face shields? Who pays for batteries?

Face shields were provided to elementary students. Batteries are to be ordered through the warehouse, as they will not be on the PPE distribution list.

Do we have any # to order for more disinfectant?

Email pperequests@fwisd.org.

What sanitizer do we use to fill the touchless stations? We have a thick gel and a very thin liquid sanitizer.

Either product can be used for refills.
3. Child Nutrition

Will students will be required to go through the line? Can campus staff pick up meals and deliver to the classrooms?

Yes.

How do we account for which students get lunches? Do we need to turn in a list if we deliver them if they are non-CEP?

At the moment we anticipate that all students are eating free until December. A list of students is not needed at this time. The recommendation is to be prepared to collect the names of students receiving meals if the Summer Food program is discontinued.

Teachers are upset about being in the classroom with students with masks off for a 30-minute period for lunch.

You can choose to eat in the cafeteria, gym, or auditorium. Eating in the classroom is a recommendation. All meals will be packaged in to go containers.

Will Breakfast in the Classroom be packaged like lunch?

Yes.

If we have KSB and we are CEP, we do have enough CNS staff to deliver breakfast and lunch to the classrooms?

Staff will handle KSB, but we will not require them to deliver lunch to the classrooms.

Will we have the option to discontinue the purchase of additional items like chips and ice cream?

This has already been cancelled for now.

If students are participating virtually and have food allergies will there be a menu for their take home meals?

Yes, we will follow the same process as if they were on site. Nurses coordinate with all parties involved.

District issued IDs? Is this available for all students? Do they have students' pictures on them?

District issued IDs are used or the school can print the bar codes needed for scanning per instructions in the PowerPoint. This does not have to happen on day 1. Currently, all kids eat free.
4. Transportation

When will campuses get the bus schedules?

*Please visit the transportation web page.*

Will bus drivers have the names of students who are riding the bus in the a.m. and p.m.? If so, can admin. get the names?

*Seating charts will be created over the first few weeks and administrators may get them from their bus drivers.*